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Background: Large language models (LLMs) like chat generative pre-trained transformer (ChatGPT) 
have gained popularity in healthcare by performing at or near the passing threshold for the United States 
Medical Licensing Exam (USMLE), but some limitations should be considered. Dermatology is a specialized 
medical field that relies heavily on visual recognition and images for diagnosis. This paper aimed to measure 
ChatGPT’s abilities to answer dermatology questions and compare this sub-specialty accuracy to its overall 
scores on USMLE Step exams. 
Methods: A total of 492 dermatology-related questions from Amboss were separated into their 
corresponding medical licensing exam (Step 1 =160, Step 2CK =171, and Step 3 =161). The question stem 
and answer choices were input into ChatGPT, and the answers, question difficulty, and the presence of an 
image omitted from the prompt were recorded for each question. Results were calculated and compared 
against the estimated 60% passing standard. 
Results: ChatGPT answered 41% of all the questions correctly (Step 1 =41%, Step 2CK =38%, and Step 
3 =46%). There was no significant difference in ChatGPT’s ability to answer questions originally containing 
images or no image [P=0.205; 95% confidence interval (95% CI): 0.00 to 0.15], but it did score significantly 
lower compared to the estimated 60% threshold passing standard for USMLE exams (P=0.008; 95% CI: 
−0.29 to −0.08). Analyzing questions by difficulty level demonstrated a skewed distribution with easier-rated 
questions correctly more often (P<0.001).
Conclusions: Our findings demonstrate that ChatGPT answered fewer correct dermatology-specific 
questions when compared to its overall performance on the USMLE (41% and 60%, respectively). 
Interestingly, ChatGPT scored similarly whether or not the question had an associated image, which 
may provide insight into how it utilizes its knowledge base to select answer choices. Using ChatGPT in 
conjunction with deep learning systems that include image analysis may improve accuracy and provide a 
more robust educational tool in dermatology. 
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Introduction

Artificial intelligence (AI) has become an increasingly 
important topic in medicine. AI has many components, 
including machine learning, neural networks, and large 
language models (LLMs), all playing different roles in their 
applications (1). Despite rapid development in the field, 
there are limitations to validating the results produced by 
AI (2,3). There is also controversy over whether patients 
would trust interfacing with AI (4). Continued advances in 
AI may address some of these limitations. 

LLMs, in particular, have gained popularity recently due 
to the emergence of chat generative pre-trained transformer 
(ChatGPT) (OpenAI, San Francisco, California, USA). 
ChatGPT is an iteration of GPTs from OpenAI that 
underwent reinforcement training with human feedback 
(RTHF) (5,6). This training is conducted by a human 
“labeler” initially demonstrating an example of an answer 
to a prompt to ChatGPT. Next, ChatGPT receives a 
prompt and is instructed to produce multiple responses, of 
which the human “labeler” ranks the responses from best 
to worst using a reward system. ChatGPT bases future 
responses using the framework of the reward system (7).  
Due to the increasing popularity of OpenAI’s LLM, 
companies like Google and its Chinese counterpart, Baidu, 
have developed similar models (8,9). 

ChatGPT has also gained notoriety in academia due to 
its ability to pass standardized tests, including the United 

States Medical Licensing Exam (USMLE), “at or near” the 
approximate passing threshold of 60% (10,11). Researchers 
have been pushing ChatGPT’s skills in other areas to 
evaluate its proficiency since that time (12-15). Educators 
debate whether ChatGPT should be banned from schools 
or adapted as a learning tool (16). One of the controversies 
and ethical concerns arises from how ChatGPT is trained, 
which emphasizes answering the user’s question using 
plausible-sounding responses without focusing on logic 
or correctness (7). This has led to the creation of factually 
incorrect ‘hallucinations’ that sound believable enough to 
stump experts (17). 

As ChatGPT becomes more widely accepted, it is 
crucial to understand its limitations in medicine and how 
its utility applies to specific medical subspecialties such as 
dermatology, which relies heavily on the visual appearance 
of conditions. Online symptom calculators have shown 
difficulty generating accurate dermatological diagnoses with 
text-only inputs (18). Deep learning systems incorporating 
image analysis have shown promise in correctly diagnosing 
common skin pathologies (19). Limitations are being 
addressed to increase the variety of skin tones represented 
in the training data used by these systems (20,21). 

In general, the content in Step 1 consists of basic science 
content, while Steps 2 and 3 aim to test participants on the 
clinical applications of knowledge. Dermatology represents 
a small portion of the content tested on USMLE, ranging 
from 4–10%, depending on the exam (22). There is limited 
data available that suggests medical students perform worse 
on dermatology questions due to the limited exposure 
to dermatology in pre-clinical and clinical courses (23). 
ChatGPT theoretically should perform similarly across 
all content sections of USMLE because it doesn’t rely on 
specialty training.

The aim of this paper was to investigate ChatGPT’s 
performance on dermatology-specific board questions to 
evaluate its role in the future of medical education. 

Methods

ChatGPT

The version of ChatGPT (v3.5) used in this study was from 
the January 30th, 2023, release note. No specific training 
or priming was provided prior to the study. ChatGPT 
displayed a high level of concordance (>90%) from previous 
studies and was not directly tested in this study (10,24,25). 

Highlight box

Key findings
• Chat generative pre-trained transformer (ChatGPT) scored 

significantly lower on dermatology-specific questions. Despite not 
having access to the images, ChatGPT performed similarly on 
questions with and without associated images, suggesting bias in 
the model’s method for selecting answers. 

What is known and what is new? 
• Large language models like ChatGPT have demonstrated their 

ability to perform at or above passing scores on standardized tests 
such as medical licensing exams. 

• ChatGPT provided reasonable explanations but struggled with 
next-step question stems, pointing towards its more appropriate 
use as a supplementary learning resource.

What is the implication, and what should change now?
• As medical education incorporates artificial intelligence, we must 

consider that it may not similarly apply to all medical disciplines.
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Amboss

Amboss is an online education company that provides 
resources such as content and questions for board exams 
and continuing medical education curriculums accredited 
through the Accreditation Council for Continuing Medical 
Education (26,27). It provides a question bank that 
prepares medical students for USMLE and National Board 
of Medical Examiners (NBME) examinations. It has an 
internal metric for measuring the difficulty of a question 
based on the number of students who answer it correctly. 

Question filtering

A total of 5,626 questions from the Amboss question bank 
were filtered by specialty to include 492 questions related 
to dermatology. Those questions were separated into 
groups representing their corresponding medical licensing 
exam, 160 for USMLE Step 1, 171 for USMLE Step 2 
Clinical Knowledge, and 161 for USMLE Step 3. Of the  
492 questions, 154 (31.3%) included images. We included 
these in the study to maximize the number of tested 
questions but differentiated them during analysis. 

Question input and recording

The question stems and answer choices were input into 
ChatGPT, and responses were imputed back into Amboss 
for evaluation. Question outcomes and difficulty levels (1 
to 5 hammers denoted as level 1–5 here, with 1 being the 
easiest and 5 the hardest) were recorded (28). ChatGPT 
received no instruction on whether or not its response was 
correct. Questions were input as new instances so as not 
to bias answers from previous entries. Due to the inability 
to input images into ChatGPT, only the text portion of 
questions associated with images was input; the images were 
omitted. The number of questions with images was tallied, 
and answers were recorded for analysis. 

Analysis

The primary outcome was to assess the correct percentages 
from the dermatology question bank and to compare them 
to the approximated passing score of 60% on the USMLE 
exams. The secondary outcome was to assess how ChatGPT 
performed depending on question difficulty. The difficulty 
level assigned by Amboss was recorded for each question (28). 
The percentage of correct answers was calculated by dividing 

the number of correct responses by the total number of 
questions for that level. We also quantified the questions for 
each difficulty level by exam. 

Statistical analysis

To analyze the data, a 2-tailed paired t-test was used to 
compare ChatGPT’s performance on the dermatology 
question sets (all questions, questions without images, and 
questions with images). A one-sample paired t-test analyzed 
the performance on question sets compared to the estimated 
“at or near” passing score of 60% on the USMLE. A 95% 
confidence interval (CI) was calculated with each of the 
t-tests. A chi-square test was used to evaluate ChatGPT’s 
performance by question difficulty level. 

Results

ChatGPT yields lower accuracy on dermatology-based 
questions than on USMLE

ChatGPT correctly answered 204 out of the 492 total 
questions (41%), with 65 out of 160 (41%) on the USMLE 
Step 1 questions, 65 out of 171 (38%) on the USMLE Step 
2CK questions, and 74 out of 161 (46%) on USMLE Step 
3 questions. When adjusting by removing questions with 
images, ChatGPT answered 148 questions correctly out 
of 338 (44%), 49 out of 107 (46%) on USMLE Step 1, 47 
out of 121 (39%) on USMLE Step 2CK, and 52 out of 110 
(47%) on USMLE Step 3 questions. ChatGPTs results 
were significantly different when contrasting against the 
approximated 60% passing mark for USMLE [all questions: 
P=0.008, 95% CI: −0.29 to −0.08; with image: P=0.012, 
95% CI: −0.31 to −0.16; without image: P=0.012, 95% CI: 
−0.27 to −0.05; Table 1]. There was no significant difference 
between scores on questions with or without images 
(P=0.205; 95% CI: 0.00 to 0.15; Table 2).

Question difficulty level analysis demonstrated a skewed 
distribution toward easier questions

We utilized a chi-squared analysis with an overall percent 
correct score of 41% to generate the expected number of 
questions ChatGPT should have answered correctly by 
difficulty level. There was a significant difference to what 
was observed during the study (Table S1), with ChatGPT 
answering lower-difficulty questions with higher accuracy 
and higher-difficulty questions with lower frequency 

https://cdn.amegroups.cn/static/public/JMAI-23-47-Supplementary.pdf
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(P<0.001). 

For the questions assigned to the Step 1 designation, 

ChatGPT correctly answered 14 of the 21 (67%) level 1 

questions (easiest), 22 of the 56 (39%) level 2 questions, 22 

of the 59 (37%) level 3 questions, 6 of the 19 (32%) level 
4 questions, and 1 of the 5 (20%) level 5 questions (most 
difficult). 

On the questions assigned to Step 2CK, ChatGPT 
correctly answered 26 of the 45 (58%) level 1 questions, 17 
of the 42 (40%) level 2 questions, 12 of the 48 (25%) level 3 
questions, 9 of the 28 (32%) level 4 questions, and 1 of the 
8 (13%) level 5 questions. Finally, of the questions assigned 
to Step 3, ChatGPT correctly answered 31 of the 48 (65%) 
level 1 questions, 24 of the 44 (55%) level 2 questions, 14 
of the 42 (33%) level 3 questions, 3 of the 20 (15%) level 4 
questions, and 2 of the 7 (29%) level 5 questions (Figure 1). 

There were thirteen questions from the question bank 
that ChatGPT answered with an answer that was not listed. 
An additional attempt was made by assisting ChatGPT in 
these 13 scenarios to select from one of the answer choices 
listed, which still led to an incorrect answer by the bot. 
ChatGPT’s rationale had the correct explanation but failed 
to identify the correct next-step answer choice. All the 
questions were marked as incorrect. 

Table 1 Comparison of chat generative pre-trained transformer’s performance on dermatology questions

USMLE Correct Total Correct (%)
Approximated 
passing score

Mean difference P value 95% CI

All questions 0.60 −0.18 0.008 −0.29 to −0.08

Step 1 65 160 41

Step 2CK 65 171 38

Step 3 74 161 46

Total 204 492 41

Questions without images 0.60 −0.16 0.012 −0.27 to −0.05

Step 1 49 107 46

Step 2CK 47 121 39

Step 3 52 110 47

Total 148 338 44

Questions with images 0.60 −0.24 0.012 −0.31 to −0.16

Step 1 16 53 30

Step 2CK 18 50 36

Step 3 22 51 43

Total 56 154 36

Analysis of the questions by breaking them down into three groups: (I) the results for all questions in the data set; (II) only the questions 
in the data set that were never associated with an image; and (III) the questions that initially contained images. The mean difference was 
calculated between the three groups and compared to the passing score. There was a significant difference between all three groups and 
the approximated USMLE passing score of 60%. USMLE, United States Medical Licensing Exam; 95% CI, 95% confidence interval.

Table 2 Comparison of chat generative pre-trained transformer’s 
performance on questions with and without images

Mean 
difference 

P value 95% CI

All questions vs. without 
images

0.02 0.232 −0.07 to 0.02

All questions vs. with 
images

0.05 0.198 −0.01 to 0.11

Without images vs. with 
images

0.08 0.205 0.00 to 0.15

A comparison of the groups from Table 1 to one another instead 
of a passing score. There was no significant difference between 
any of the groups in this study. 95% CI, 95% confidence 
interval.
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Discussion

In this study, we have evaluated ChatGPT’s medical 
knowledge competency in answering dermatology-specific 
exam questions. ChatGPT performed less accurately when 
answering dermatology-specific examination bank questions 
than its previously published performance on the USMLE 
licensing exams. Our results highlight an important finding 
when considering future applications of LLMs and AI in 
medical subspecialties that may not have been extensively 
represented in its current armamentarium of knowledge. 

While the observed 8% difference in ChatGPT’s 
ability to answer questions with or without images was not 
statistically significant, it may be due to a limited number of 
available questions leading to insufficient power in the study. 
ChatGPT’s inability to process images and score similarly 
on questions with and without images may indicate how it 
selects answers. We recognized that ChatGPT referenced 
demographic information provided in the question stem 
in its rationale, and oftentimes, the response included 
high-probability selections for the patient demographic. 
It frequently failed to recognize or discuss key critical 
findings for the correct diagnosis. Its similar performance, 
albeit not passing, demonstrates its tendency to select 
high-probability answers. That may also explain why there 
was a trend of answering easier questions more accurately 
than more difficult ones, the latter requiring recognition 
of complicated question stem details and appropriately 
incorporating images into the differential diagnosis. 

There were also cases in which ChatGPT provided 
an extensive rationale for its answer selection but 
ultimately selected the incorrect choice. These questions 

were frequently related to management algorithms, 
demonstrating ChatGPT’s understanding of the general 
principle but limitations in determining the most critical 
next step in evaluation. In medical education, understanding 
the sequential steps to arrive at a diagnosis or treatment is 
emphasized to help students avoid ordering unnecessary 
tests and wasting healthcare resources. Following treatment 
algorithms may seem straightforward for ChatGPT to 
execute, but the nuance of determining where the patient 
was in the algorithm seemed underdeveloped. 

While the exact mechanism by which ChatGPT selects 
a response is complicated, its training process does give us 
some insight. Incorrect answer selections could be due to 
a lack of dermatology-specific information in the training 
data corpora. Also, OpenAI employs human “labelers” 
that reward a particular type of response during the 
reinforcement learning process. It adds variability based 
on each labeler’s professional or educational background, 
limiting the model from producing the response it may 
feel fits best. The model is also trained to err on the side 
of being overly cautious, further influencing its answer 
selections even though it might not have been its highest-
rated response (7). As AI continues to be integrated into 
medicine, an important question may be how to integrate 
medical professionals into the AI developmental process. 

Overall, ChatGPT provided coherent information on 
various topics in dermatology, supporting its use as an 
additional resource in medical education. Language models 
are trained to provide outputs regardless of their level of 
certainty, leading to their well-known tendency to provide 
false statements confidently. Further development may 
be warranted before utilizing it as a primary resource for 
students or patients during the early stages of learning. In 
the model’s current state, its use as a secondary resource in 
conjunction with well-established education methods may 
be more appropriate. 

Limitations

We encountered several limitations during this study. One 
challenge was entering questions into ChatGPT, which 
used tables with laboratory values. Incorporating tables of 
laboratory values was problematic, and although ChatGPT’s 
response addressed the lab results, it was difficult to assess 
if it was correctly processing this type of data. Another 
limitation of this study is that the questions were from 
a different source than previous studies. However, the 
context performance of medical students is similar across 
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Figure 1 Overall percent correct by question difficulty level. 
Graphical demonstration of the overall % correct by difficulty level 
for associated USMLE. USMLE, United States Medical Licensing 
Exam.
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these databases. Model performance and generalizability 
are challenges that should be acknowledged and improved 
in further network iterations. ChatGPT’s ability to create 
hallucinations that trick experts should be considered, as 
well, when analyzing the veracity of its explanations. Lastly, 
ChatGPT is limited to data from before 2022 which may 
affect answer accuracy due to updated medical guidelines.

Conclusions

The remarkable improvement of ChatGPT in performance 
and usability comes with a word of caution regarding its 
current limitations. Incorporating ChatGPT and other 
LLMs into medical education might not be similar for 
all medical specialties. We observed in this study that 
ChatGPT answered correctly fewer dermatology questions 
as compared to the general USMLE licensing exams 
observed by prior publications. Another recent study in 
gastroenterology produced similar findings, highlighting 
the need for further improvement of ChatGPT in medical  
fields (29). While the potential for ChatGPT to be 
incorporated into dermatology education and practice is 
of great interest, future iterations may need to incorporate 
image recognition and computer vision, as well as larger 
dermatology-based training data, to be of additional utility. 
LLMs are part of natural language processing which 
inherently trains ChatGPT and other LLMs via text 
databases to create text outputs. The reinforcement training 
emphasizes responses that ChatGPT presumes the user 
would like to know, using plausible-sounding responses 
without focusing on logic or correctness. Subsequent 
versions of ChatGPT that utilize datasets of labeled images 
combined with text under supervised training may be a 
more accurate tool for image-based diagnosis. There are 
applications for ChatGPT and LLMs generally to be 
used in medical education, but caution is warranted when 
utilizing them as a primary learning source.
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Table S1 Chi-squared test for question difficulty distribution

Difficulty level Correct Incorrect Total P value

Observed <0.001

1 71 43 114

2 63 79 142

3 48 101 149

4 18 49 67

5 4 16 20

Total 204 288 492

Expected <0.001

1 47 67 114

2 59 83 142

3 62 87 149

4 28 39 67

5 8 12 20

Total 204 288 492

Observed versus expected values for difficulty level distribution 
by test. Expected values were calculated from a chi-squared 
test using the 41% overall correct ratio (204/492).
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